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Abstract

Most of the web-based development projects today are using PHP or other plug-ins to generate 

graphical data for users to analyze. However, the users may have difficulty to understand these languages 

because they are technical languages familiar only to those doing web development. Therefore, a cost 

efficient web application that is using the R statistical language in a web development environment is 

proposed. The objective of the electrical energy usage visualization web application is to support a wide 

range of users such as users with statistical background, manager of companies and energy and utility 

department staff to monitor and analyze their electrical energy usage. This web application visualization 

process is using the powerful R statistical engine in a web environment to generate graphical output such 

as scatter plot, bar chart and pie chart using the electrical energy usage data. A customize waterfall 

methodology has been used in this project. It consists of five stages which are requirement analysis, 

design, implementation, testing and evaluation and evolution. This web application has four important 

features which are i) visualize electrical energy usage in different electrical energy parameters, ii) backup 

dataset, iii) guidelines for electrical energy tariff and iv) user management. For this project 

implementation, there are two sections which are (i) setup and configuration of the RApache server and 

follow by the (ii) web application implementation. This web application is using test plan and test case to 

ensure that all the functions in this web application is fulfill the user requirement. In future, this web 

application can be enhanced by including the statistical functions such as prediction and customization of 

R charts to take full advantage of the R statistical engine.
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Abstrak

Kebanyakan projek pembangunan berasaskan web hari menggunakan PHP atau lain-lain plug-in 

untuk menjana data grafik bagi pengguna untuk menganalisis. Walau bagaimanapun, pengguna mungkin 

mempunyai kesukaran untuk memahami pengatucara tersebut kerana mereka adalah pengatucara teknikal 

yang biasa hanya kepada orang-orang yang melakukan laman web. Oleh itu, aplikasi web yang cekap dan 

kos rendah menggunakan bahasa statistik R dalam pembangunan web telah dicadangkan. Objektif kepada 

aplikasi web visualisasi penggunaan tenaga elektrik adalah untuk menyokong pelbagai pengguna seperti 

pengguna dengan latar-belakang statistik, pengurus syarikat dan kakitangan jabatan tenaga dan utiliti 

untuk memantau dan menganalisis penggunaan tenaga elektrik mereka. Proses visualisasi aplikasi web ini 

menggunakan pengatucara R statistik dalam persekitaran web untuk menjana output grafik seperti plot 

tabur, carta bar dan carta pai yang menggunakan data penggunaan tenaga elektrik. Kaedah waterfall model 

yang telah digunakan dalam projek ini. la terdiri daripada lima peringkat iaitu analisis keperluan, 

rekabentuk, pelaksanaan, ujian dan penilaian dan evolusi. Aplikasi web ini mempunyai empat ciri-ciri 

penting yang akan i) menggambarkan penggunaan tenaga elektrik dalam parameter tenaga elektrik yang 

berbeza, ii) dataset sandaran, iii) Panduan Pengurusan tariff, dan iv) pengguna tenaga elektrik. Bagi projek 

ini, terdapat dua bahagian pelaksanaan iaitu (i) persediaan dan konfigurasi untuk RApache dan diikuti 

dengan (ii) pelaksanaan aplikasi web. aplikasi web ini menggunakan pelan ujian dan kes ujian untuk 

memastikan bahawa semua fungsi dalam aplikasi web ini memenuhi keperluan pengguna. Pada masa akan 

datang, fungsi web aplikasi ini boleh dipertingkatkan dengan menambahkan fungsi statistik seperti 

ramalan dan pemeribadian carta R. untuk mengambil kesempatan penuh dengan enjin statistik R.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Project Background

Electrical energy is an important resource for modem society. It is a highly needed 

resource in the industry sector. In the year 2011, the total electrical energy consumption in 

Malaysia in the industry sector reached up to 107,330 GWh. This shows that the industries need 

to spend a lot of their capital on electricity in order to run their businesses (Electricity Supply 

Industry in Malaysia, Performance and Statistical Information 2011, 2011). Therefore, the 

efficiency of the electrical energy consumption in an industry is an important factor. Having a 

tool or application which can allow them to analyze, monitor and visualize their electrical energy 

consumption can help the industries make important management decisions. One of the most 

powerful ways of doing analysis is through data visualization. The electrical energy usage in the 

industries is usually analyzed and monitored by staff with statistical background employed by the 

organizations in the industries. These staffs not necessarily have advanced completing knowledge 

such as web programming. Therefore, the tools or application for analyzing, monitoring and 

visualizing these electrical energy data should be user friendly. 

There are many types of programming language that can be used in web development 

such as Perl and Python. However, these languages are usually complex for people with no 

programming background. In this project, the R statistical language is adapted into a web-based 

development environment to allow the users to eradicate the overhead of embedding the interface 

language run-time engine (Homer, 2005). It also can leverage on the powerful statistical 

functions provided by the R engine to generate data visualization output for analysis of the 

electrical energy usage data.
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1.2 Introduction of R - The Statistical Language

R is a popular statistical language that is widely used by the statisticians (Vance, 2009). It 

has all the statistical functions available for data manipulation, data analysis and data 

visualization such as forecasting, statistical probability functions, sorting, merging, aggregating 

and many more. It is a simple and straightforward statistical programming language to use as it 

only requires a few lines of code in order to create graphs or charts (Machlis, 2013). It is a 

powerful tool to used in web development with many freely available packages and modules such 

as brew, an R package used for employing a templating framework for report generation by 

integrating the R code and text; libapreq, an Apache module for manipulating user request data 

and change the R language into a server-side scripting environment simultaneously; Rook, an R 

package intended for operating the R web applications on Apache web servers by identifying a 

specification and a set of convenient objects without modifying the R code (Homer, 2013).

1.3 Data visualization

Data visualization is the process of transforming a large amount of raw data into a 

graphical representation such as chart, graph and image. It can leverage the human brain visual 

processing capability for recognizing the pattern of the dataset such as data change trend and data 

difference (Ma, 2000; Zhu, Wu, Zhou, Ma, & Yang, 2009). Data visualization in computer 

science is defined in six categories which are (i) information visualization, (ii) interaction 

techniques and architectures, (iii) modelling techniques, (iv) multiresolution methods, (v) 

visualization algorithms and techniques and (vi) volume visualization (Post, Nielson, & Bonneau,

2



2003). The data visualization in this project is emphasized on information visualization, which it 

is a process of transforming the large amount of electrical energy usage data into graphical 

representations such as line chart, pie chart and bar chart.

1.4 Problem statement

Most of the web-based developments projects today are using PHP or other plug-ins such 

asjQuery and am Charts to generate graphical data for users to analyze. However, the users may 

have the difficulty in understanding PHP or other languages because there are technical 

languages familiar only to those doing web development. Although the PHP language is 

commonly used in web application projects, its statistical functions are limited compared to the R 

statistical language (Homer, 2005). Besides that, some web plug-ins such as amCharts needs to 

subscribed with charges of up to RM 8809. Therefore, the use of R in a web-based application 

development can be beneficial and cost efficient.

1.5 Objectives

" Identify a suitable R approach that can be used to embed the R language in the Apache 

server. 

" Adapt the R statistical language into a web application for the data visualization. 

" Test the proposed adaption by using an electrical energy usage dataset to visualize the 

dataset in the form of line chart, pie chart and bar chart.

3



1.6 Project scope

The purpose of this project is to develop a cost efficient R approach for embedding the R 

statistical engine into the Apache server and used the R statistical engine in a web application for 

data visualization. At the same time, this also provides a user friendly environment for users to 

create, modify, and remove the R programming code with minimal web development knowledge. 

This application will be tested on electrical energy usage dataset. The project target users are 

mainly people with statistical background in the industry, who are responsible for analyze 

organization data and providing feedback to decision makers to improve strategic decision 

making. Other users with relevant knowledge can also easily learn to use this web application. 

The main difference between this proposed project compared to the current web-based electrical 

energy monitoring system is the data visualization module where it able to produce an image file 

to store in a directory as or as a reference for users to analyze previous electrical data.

1.7 Methodology

The methodology used in this project follows the standard System Development Life 

Cycle, as a systematic approach for design and development of a web application is required. The 

methodology that is used in this project is a customized waterfall model. This model is suitable 

for developing the proposed solution where the literature review process is included in the 

requirement analysis stage in order to study other existing systems on their user interfaces, 

requirements and their data visualization techniques. There are a total of five stages for this 

project methodology, which consists of requirement analysis, design, implementation, testing and 

evaluation and evolution. Figure 1.1 below has shown the process of each stage for this project.

4
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Figure 1.1 Customized waterfall model

1.7.1 Requirement analysis

In this stage, a study is conducted by reviewing related articles about web application 

development with the R statistical language and electrical energy usage in Malaysia to understand 

the problems domain. In addition, analysis of articles in electrical energy consumption 

monitoring in web based applications is also done to identify suitable datasets and electrical 

energy parameters in the dataset that are required for data visualization in a web application. 

Apart from that, a review is also conducted to study the approaches that are available for 

interfacing the Apache web server and R statistical language to identify the most suitable 

approach to be used.

5



1.7.2 Design

In the design stage, the project is designed based on the requirements that are gathered. 

The design includes the web application architecture, and graphical user interface (GUI). Activity 

diagram and class diagram are used to model the process flow and the data perspective of the 

application.

1.7.3 Implementation

There are two parts in the implementation stage. 

Part 1: The server is set up to support the R statistical language in a web application 

development. The web interface is developed with the R statistical language by installing the 

require operating system (server) and packages that are needed for the R statistical language in 

web application development. This include configuration of the Apache server in Linux 

environment. 

Part 2: A web application is developed to visualize electrical energy usage. A user 

friendly interface is implemented to cater for a wide range of users. Graphs are generated from 

the electrical energy data using the R statistical language in a web application.

1.7.4 Testing and Evaluation

The testing will start once this project has been implemented. The user interface of the 

web based application will be tested by peers in order to fulfill the users' requirement and 

provide a user-friendly environment to all users. This proposed project will also be tested in the 

latest version of three different types of web browsers (Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox) to 

ensure that the users will get an accurate output in their web browsers. The output of the

6



electrical energy data visualization will be evaluated and critical parameters of the electrical 

energy data will be finalized for use in this project. The problems or errors that occurred while 

testing will be evaluated as well and better solutions to improve this project will be documented 

for future reference.

1.7.5 Evolution

Future enhancement can be done by upgrading the system to support a customization and 

forecasting function to display the dataset in other graphical forms that are not currently covered. 

In addition, enhancement by adding new electrical energy parameters for data visualization can 

also be included in future plans.

1.8 Expected Outcomes

The expected outcomes of this project are: 

" A web server interface and packages to support the R statistical language which allows 

the web developer to develop in their web-based application development projects and to 

visualize data in graphical forms. 

" A cost efficient web-based application to help users perform data analysis in a web-based 

development environment with minimal web development knowledge.

7



1.9 Significance of Project

This project helps to promote and encourage the web developer to exploit the powerful R 

statistical engine in web development and provides an avenue for data visualization. Besides that, 

this project creates an opportunity for a wide range of users to use a less technical language in a 

web-based application development environment.

1.10 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is structured into six chapters as described below: 

Chapter one contains the introduction to the overall project and R statistical language, 

data visualization, the problem statement of the project, project objectives, project scope, 

methodology, expected outcomes and significance of project to serve as a guideline for this 

project.

Chapter two presents the literature review for this project which includes the study of 

articles and published papers on electrical energy consumption in the industry sector, the use of 

the R statistical language in web development and the capabilities of the R statistical language in 

data analysis. The literature review will help in identifying a suitable proposed solution.

Chapter three explains the requirement analysis and design of the project. It includes the 

technique for requirements elicitation that is being used in this project to gather all the functional 

and quality requirements. Requirement modeling using use the case model which also described 

in this chapter. Analysis of the software requirements for setting up the R statistical language in

8



the web development environment is also discussed. The design of the project includes using 

activity diagrams, and class diagrams to show the process flow in the web application. The user 

interface design is also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter four consists of the implementation of the project. The complete web application 

is being developed based on the requirement analysis and design and detailed implementation 

will be explained in this chapter. It also includes the procedure for setting up the R statistical 

language in the web development environment.

Chapter five presents the results obtained from using the electrical energy data. 

Evaluation and testing are conducted using test plan and test cases on the output to identify the 

effectiveness and usability of this proposed web application and also the weakness, which can be 

improved on future works.

Chapter six summarizes and concludes this project with a review of the objectives 

achieved. It also includes some discussion on contribution, limitation, constraints and future 

works.
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Chapter 2 Literature review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the electrical energy usage in Malaysia and review the electrical 

energy usage dataset from the Department of Energy and Climate Change, United Kingdom. In 

addition, it also covers the study of types of electrical energy management system. Besides that, 

this chapter also includes the comparison of available approaches of embedding the R statistical 

language in a web based environment. All the reviews and studies will allow the learning and 

adaptation of the advantages of those systems and approaches. At the end of this chapter, an 

approach will be proposed based on all the studies and reviews that have been carried out in this 

chapter, to be applied in this project.

2.2 Study on electrical energy usage in Malaysia

Before starting this project, there is a need to understand and review the electrical energy 

usage in Malaysia and how the Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB), an electrical energy provider in 

Malaysia calculates the tariff and electrical energy usage in the industry. This includes the 

formula that they use to calculate the electrical costs for the consumers. In Malaysia, the 

electrical energy charge is according to region and tariff categories. Different tariff categories are 

applied in different regions. As the electrical energy consumption increased, the cost of it will 

also be increased as TNB calculates the electrical energy usage using higher tariff rate if the 

electrical energy is over a certain threshold. For example, for the low voltage industrial tariff
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below 200 kWh per month, the calculation will be 34.5 cents per unit and if the electrical energy

usage exceeds 200 kWh per month, it will be calculated as 37.7 cents per unit.

According to the TNB website, the calculation of electrical energy usage in commercial 

buildings, industries and households are different. It is being categorized by tariff and there are in 

total three different tariffs for the commercial category, four different tariffs for the industries and 

only one type of tariff for normal household usage. For the medium and high voltage energy 

usage users, especially in commercial buildings and industries, the electrical energy providers 

will use different calculations as compared to the low voltage energy usage. The calculation of 

electrical energy cost is based on the energy usage during peak, off peak and maximum demand 

period ("TNB-Pricing & Tariff, " 2013). The peak period is at 0800 hours until 2200 hours and 

off peak period is between 2200 hours and 0800 hours. The electrical energy maximum demand 

is only applied for the very high volume users and it is measured by kilowatts where TNB will 

select the highest peak period of half an hour demand recorded for the month as the maximum 

demand ("TNB-Maximum Demand, " 2013). For example, if the tariff E3 high voltage peak and 

off peak industrial tariff maximum demand is 1200 kW and total monthly consumption for the 

peak period is 1800 kWh and for the off peak period is 1300 kWh, then the calculation for the 

total cost is (1200 x 30.4 cents) + (1800 x 28.8 cents) + (1300 x 17.3 cents). Thus, the dataset 

used in this project must have energy data in thirty minutes sector. Besides maximum demand, 

the electrical energy usage in peak and off peak period are also included in the commercial and 

industry categories where the price per unit on peak period are higher than the off peak period 

("TNB-Pricing & Tariff, " 2013). Thus, the maximum demand, peak and off peak period are 

important and must be taken into consideration in the proposed project.
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Besides maximum demand, peak and off peak period of electrical energy usage, the 

power quality of the system is also important to the reliability of the system in the industries 

where high volume voltage is needed for operating electrical equipment. Power quality can be 

explained as the interruption and the availability of the power source to serve end-users in a 

certain period of time. In industrial plants, most of the high voltage electrical equipments are 

sensitive to short voltage fluctuation. Therefore, poor power quality of an electrical system can 

cause equipment breakdown due to the momentous deviations in the voltage wave shape and the 

incompatibility between the power supply and the industrial equipment. To conclude, the 

appropriate level of power quality very much depends on the electrical equipment in the 

industries ("TNB-Power Quality, " 2013; Santoso, 2007).

2.3 Review of different types of electrical energy monitoring system

In this section, three case studies on web-based electrical energy monitoring system will 

be reviewed. The technique to visualize the electrical energy data in a web based environment is 

also reviewed. The electrical energy monitoring systems currently in the market are divided into 

three different applications of users; household, commercial buildings and the industrial sector.

One of the electrical energy monitoring system for the industry is the Smart Energy 

Monitoring and Management System (EMMS) for Industrial Applications, which measures the 

electrical energy consumption by the individual machines in the industry. The EMMS has four 

modules; In-operations Machine Detection (IMD), Disaggregation and Time-of-Use Calculator 

(DTOUC), fuzzy inference system (FIS), Graphical User Interface and Operation Scheduler
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(GUIOS). The overview of this system architecture is shown in Figure 2.1. The EMMS uses a 

simple graph to visualize the machines' electrical energy usage as seen in Figure 2.2. The chart 

displays the total cost per machine in peak period and the hours of operation. These parameters 

can also be used in this project. The three different colour of lines represents the type of machines 

in the indicated period of time. Besides that, the EMMS also shows all the machines' current 

electrical energy usage during the peak period in a table. Users will be able to select the period of 

usage of the machines that they want to visualize and the active hours of the machine in order to 

check all the electrical usage of their machines. Besides that, the EMMS also provides a 

calculation function to allow the user to check the electrical energy cost in a particular day or 

month as shown in Figure 2.3. All the valuable feedbacks produced by the system will help the 

company in saving the energy cost. The FIS will supply helpful energy usage feedback to the 

operator. The GUI of this system is able to show the active power of each machine and can 

display the scheduling suggestions and cost estimation. Besides that, this system also includes the 

time-of-use (TOU) period such as off peak, on peak or mid peak in the machine scheduler. The 

feedback provided by the GUIOS will give suggestions such as changing of the machine 

operation time to the off-peak hour to conserve the energy cost (Collins, Mallick, Volpe, & Morsi, 

2012). Although the literature did not explain the details of how visualization is implementing in 

the EMMS, it provides a good guideline for reference on what parameters can be used for data 

visualization. It also helps with planning of the overall graphical interface which includes the 

important elements such as calculation of the electrical energy cost and display of the electrical 

energy consumption.
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Another electrical energy consumption monitoring system to be reviewed is an electrical 

energy management system that uses a sensor called Ploggs. This system can connect with a web 

application program interface to achieve an energy saving goal and it is specially designed for 

household appliances. The system uses sensor nodes to wirelessly measure the electrical energy 

consumption of electrical devices in a household. The Ploggs sensor system is linked with the 

easily integrable web application program interface (API) called RESTful. The web-based user 

interface (UI) in this system emphasizes on attractive energy data visualization and is able to 

manage the power usage of the connected devices. This feature can be applied in this project for 

better visualization of data. Figure 2.4 show the overview of the structure of the Ploggs sensor 

system. This prototype system has four main layers. The first layer is composed of household 

electrical devices for monitoring and control. The second layer is the connection creation
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between the electrical devices and the Ploggs sensor node. For the third layer, the sensor nodes 

are detected and controlled by a gateway software that can be installed on any computer or 

embedded devices with the condition of sufficient memory and Bluetooth support. Besides that, a 

micro web-server which offers the monitoring and managing capabilities of the Ploggs sensor is 

embedded by the gateway. The energy data visualization interface is the final layer of this system 

and it utilizes the web-accessible functions to create a graph and construct the current energy 

usage of the entire Ploggs sensor available in the area. The web interface in this system is using 

the Google Web Toolkit (GWT) which is built on top of the RESTful API which is offered by the 

Ploggs system gateway. The user interface of this system calls the gateway URL every few 

seconds and converts the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) Ploggs system results into a graph 

in order to obtain the real-time output. Figure 2.5 shows the four graphs that represent the current 

energy usage of all the electronic devices in the vicinity of the gateways. Another two graphs 

show the total usage (KWh) and comparison with the same scale for each running appliances 

individually. Besides that, a switch icon is available in the UI to allow users to switch on or off 

the appliances when necessary (Guinard, Weiss, & Trifa, 2009). This system requires the user to 

have the API knowledge and understand how RESTful API gateway works in a web-based 

system. This may required more time and resources to study and understand the RESTful API 

concept as compared to the proposed project which is using Linux Apache server and the R 

statistical language to visualize the electrical energy data. Although the RESTful API can be 

easily integrated with a web application, it is not suitable to implement in this proposed project 

due to limited time and resources. However, the data visualization provided in this literature such 

as scatter plot and the use of different colours in the charts can help to improve the users' 

experience. These features can be adapted for the proposed project.
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Another electrical energy management system also included in this review is an 

intelligent system using the Back Propagation Neural Network. This system is used to reduce the 

energy cost in different sector such as household, commercial buildings and the industrial area. It 

is able to present the energy usage information in detail for the devices that are installed in each 

of the above sectors. It also has customization functions in the user interface which allow users to 

customize the electrical parameters such as the number of devices installed and manage the 

energy usage. The main feature of this system is the intelligent management system which is able 

to perform prediction and estimate the energy usage in the future by using Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN). It has the capabilities to learn from previous energy usage trend and make a 

prediction according to previous data. Besides that, the life span of the electrical devices could 

also be estimated by implementing this intelligent method. In the industrial sector, this system 

can also be used to predict the production of electricity and energy usage. The environmental 

factor such as temperature, light, level, percentage of use of certain devices and presence of 

people are important parameters for this intelligent system to generate a recommendation on 

estimating and reducing the energy cost. Test results had shown that this intelligent system 

manage to reduce the energy usage, improve the energy efficiency for the electrical equipment 

either in residential, commercial or industrial environment (Quintero, Christian, Trivino, & 

Terraza, 2012). The prediction and learning function in this intelligent system is its main strength 

compare to other existing systems. However, the prediction and learning function will not he 

implemented in this project as it is out of the project scope. It is proposed to be included as future 

work as an extension to this project.
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2.4 Comparison table of electrical energy management systems

This section contains a comparison table of different electrical energy management 

system. Table 2.1 shows three different system's criteria or features being compared, all of 

review systems have the data visualization capability. However, the smart energy monitoring and 

management system (EMMS) support industrial user only and Ploggs electrical energy 

consumption system support for household use only except Intelligent system for efficient 

management of electrical energy support household, commercial and industrial. All the review 

systems have their own special feature where EMMS able to provide data feedback through 

measurement, Ploggs electrical energy consumption system have attractive energy data
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visualization and Intelligent system for efficient management of electrical energy have the

customization capability for user to customize the parameters they need.

System reviewed Smart energy monitoring Ploggs electrical Intelligent system for 
and management system energy consumption efficient 
(EMMS) system management of 

electrical energy 
Parameters used in Cost per machine, hour of Electrical energy Temperature, light 
visualization operation, time period, usage level, presence of 

electrical energy usage people, daily and 
hourly saving, 
electrical energy 
usage 

Target user Industrial Household Household, 

commercial, industrial 
Data visualization Yes Yes Yes 

Prediction / Estimation Scheduling suggestion, cost No Using Artificial 
feature estimation Neural Network 

(ANN) 
Web application Undefined Application program Undefined 
interface interface (API) - 

RESTful 
Measuring technique Time-of-use (TOU) Google web toolkit Undefined 

(G WT) 
Special feature Provide Attractive energy data Electrical parameter 

data feedback through visualization customization 
measurements 

Calculator function Yes No No

Table 2.1 Comparison table of electrical energy management systems
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2.5 Review of different approaches in embedding the R statistical language into a web-

based application

In this section, three approaches for embedding the R statistical language into a web- 

based application are reviewed. The advantages and disadvantages of the approaches and the 

comparison of the functionalities that are available in the approaches are discussed. As the R 

statistical language becomes more popular with the rapid availability of extensions or plug-ins 

that support different platforms, many new approaches for embedding the R statistical language 

in web applications are available. However, each approach has its own strengths and weaknesses 

and the capabilities of the approaches to handle the user's needs. Thus, a suitable approach that 

fulfills this project's requirements needs to be identified.

One of the approaches that have the capabilities to embed the R statistical language into a 

web-based application is the RApache module. It is different from other R approaches as it is a 

module and not an application like the other approaches for embedding R. It enables the web 

developer to create a website and embed R without using other scripting language such as Python 

or PHP. It acts as an interface to connect between the Apache server and the R statistical 

language and allows the R packages to be used in the Apache web server. Besides that, it also 

allows many statistical functions that are available in the R statistical language to be used in the 

web server. In addition, it also has a wide community support and a lot of examples and tutorials 

which can be found online. The guidelines itself can be found in rapache. net. Although it 

provides various statistical functions and community support, the implementation of this 

approach is rather complicated, as it requires setup configurations in the Linux server. It uses the 

Apache HTTP server rather than the Apache Tomcat where the Tomcat has its own HTTP server
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built into it and is fully functional in serving the static content. Another limitation found in this 

approach is that it only supports Linux and Mac OS X operating system and does not support 

Window operating system (Homer, 2013).

Another approach to embed R statistical language in a web-based application is the 

Shiny-web framework for R applications. It is considered the easier approach as compared to 

other approaches to embed the R statistical language in a web-based application as many 

statistical functions and user interfaces are already predefined and users only need to use it when 

needed. It is easy to setup a website using this approach because this approach does not need any 

web programming or other scripting language such as PHP, HTML, JavaScript or Ruby to 

support. Besides that, it has predefined user interfaces such as slider, drop-down menu, and text 

field to allow users to specify their input parameters as seen in Figure 2.7. It can also be used as a 

dataset exploration tool to allow interactive exploration of dataset. Besides that, it can integrate 

with JavaScript libraries easily and can visualize survey results, handle user hover and click 

events, plot model predictions and print model summaries and output. However, there are some 

disadvantages in this approach. It only allows the online web application to work by using the 

Shiny web server and the statistical functions for this approach are limited because it is a recently 

created approach. It also contains a lot of development bugs and has limited community support 

as compared to the other R approaches (RStudio Inc, 2013).
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Figure 2.7 Graphic interface of Shiny web application (RStudio Inc. 2013)

The last R approach that will be reviewed in this project is the CGIwithR approach. It 

allows the web developer to construct content to be displayed in a web browser dynamically by 

using the R statistical language as a CGI scripting language. Perl script that acts as an interface 

layer between the web server and R statistical language has been supplied to achieve this process. 

The data transmission from the server to this Perl scripts happen when a web form is submitted to 

the web server. The Perl scripts will execute the desired R scripts after the process of recording 

the submitted data in environment variables has been completed. The CGIwithR application will 

drags any submitted data from the environment variables when loading the R scripts and record it 

in a local R object. After that, the application will gather all the generated output by processing 

the data using R script. Although CGIwithR have its own strengths in providing a web 

application development with R, the approach also have its own limitations when processing
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large data files, where a data limit is specified. Since the proposed project may require processing 

of large amount of electrical energy usage data, this approach is not suitable for use in this project 

(Firth, 2003).

2.6 Comparison table of R approaches

This section includes a comparison table of different R approaches that can be embedded 

in Apache server. Table 2.2 shows three different approach's criteria or features being compared. 

All of review approaches have support prediction. However, the RApache and CGIwithR 

required complicated configuration on the Linux server except the Shiny-web framework that 

require simple and easy set up and implement. In the table, the Shiny-web framework is the 

newest R approach and it lack of the statistical function and community support as compare to 

other RApache. Both of the R approaches support large dataset except the CGIwithR and it also 

has limited community support and less update. The RApache and CGIwithR can implement on 

the offline Linux server but the Shiny-wed framework required online network and the web 

development need to go through their online web server.
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R approaches RApache Shiny-web CGIwithR 
reviewed framework 

Prediction support Yes Yes Yes 
Configuration Require complicated Easy set up and Configuration in web 

set up implement server needed 
Scripting language RMySQL No Perl 
Statistical function Support most of Limited statistical Support most of 

statistical functions in functions statistical functions in 
R R 

Support / sources / Wide community Limited Community Limited and less 
tutorial available support and guidelines support and guideline update 
Operating system Linux and Mac OS X Linux Unix 

Server Apache server Shiny online server Apache server 
Dataset support Large dataset support Large dataset support Limited dataset 

support

Table 2.2 Comparison table of R approaches

2.7 Proposed solution

After completing a review of all the related literature, this project will take into 

consideration a number of the electrical energy parameters in the web-based application. A 

datasets will be used in this project to visualize the real electrical energy usage and to test the 

system reliability. The dataset will be a simulated dataset taken from a commercial building. All 

the datasets that used in this project must have 30 minutes interval in order to match with the 

maximum demand calculation which is calculate for 30 minutes interval. The review done has 

helped to identify which is a better approach for embedding the R statistical language in a web- 

based application and to discover the strengths and weaknesses of those approaches. The 

approach that will be used to embed the R statistical language in a web-based application in this 

project is the RApache module because it has the capabilities to support all the statistical
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functions. It also has a wide support from a reputable community. A lot of improvements and 

updates on this approach have been done as compared to the other approaches for embedding R. 

It also has the extra capabilities of providing prediction and estimation functions, which is a 

desirable for future extension of this project.

On the data visualization part, this project will adapt the reviewed techniques including 

using different types of chart such as line chart for voltage and current, pie chart for electrical 

energy cost and bar chart for maximum demand and electrical energy usage. The electrical 

energy parameters that will be used in this project are voltage, current, maximum demand, 

electrical energy cost and electrical energy consumption in peak and off peak period. All these 

parameters can be displayed either in monthly or daily usage.

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, the electrical energy usage in residential, commercial and industrial sector 

has been discussed. Different types of tariffs that are being implemented in Malaysia is reviewed 

and understood. This provides the understanding for the electrical energy parameters that will 

affect the energy cost such as power quality, maximum demand and peak and off peak period. 

Additionally, many guidelines can be learned from reviewing different electrical energy 

management systems. Approaches for embedding the R statistical language in a web-based 

application have also been reviewed and the most suitable approach will be adapted in this 

project.
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Chapter 3 Requirement Analysis and Design

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the process of gathering user requirements, analyzing the problem 

statement and designing the framework for this project. The analysis section will discuss about 

the technique and results of the requirements elicitation. The features and functionalities in this 

project will be explained in detail using the requirements modeling techniques. The requirements 

are modeled using use case diagrams. In the design section, the architecture of the proposed 

project will be discussed. Besides that, class diagrams and activity diagrams will also be included 

to model of the process in the web application.

3.2 Requirement analysis

Before implementing the proposed solution, requirement analysis has to be done. In this 

project, a document-centric technique is used for requirements elicitation. Requirements are 

gathered though documents containing information that is of relevance to this project. 

Information about existing systems and useful requirements from legacy systems are reused 

because those requirements were previously verified and the quality of standards can be ensured 

(Pohl & Rupp, 2011). The requirements gathered will be explained in the next two sections, 

which are Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Functional requirements 

The functional requirements of this project are listed as follows: 
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a. The application must have a secure login process that allows users to login with his or her 

username and password and to logout. The login process also needs to include functions 

for adding, editing and deleting users for the administrator. 

b. The application must provide electrical energy tariff guidelines to users about their 

electrical billing and cost in a particular month. 

c. The application must be able to provide data visualization in the form of charts on 

electrical energy usage, electrical energy cost, maximum demand and electrical voltage 

and current. 

d. The application must be able to display the electrical energy information in daily, monthly 

or yearly basis depending on the availability of the electrical energy data. 

e. Administrator is able to backup the dataset using a backup function. 

f. User or administrator is able to view the summary report on the electrical energy usage. 

g. Administrator is able to view and modify the user log, page hits and visitor access 

information. 

h. Administrator is able to create, modify and delete the content in notice board in the login 

page.

3.2.2 Quality requirements

a. The login process must be able to check for any errors in the user's input to ensure that 

the input is valid. The login time including user identity verification duration must not 

exceed 3 seconds because users will feel impatient and frustrated if the loading time is too 

long. This can also affect the efficiency of this application. Besides that, the login process
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must have secure encryption as data security is one of the factors that users are most 

concerned with. 

b. The loading time for the home page of the web system must not exceed 5 seconds because 

longer waiting time will cause frustration to the users and reduce the usability of this 

application. 

c. The R statistical charts that are displayed on the screen must be clear and unambiguous 

with no missing elements or error. 

d. The dataset missing values (if any) must be replaced by the value "undefined" so that data 

visualization can be done without error of missing values.
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3.2.3 Use case model 

This electrical energy visualization web application consists of three sub systems; i) system tools, 

ii) login and user management and iii) visualization process. Figure 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show the 

detail of each sub system's functionality.

Figure 3.1 System tool use case diagram 

Figure 3.1 showed the use case diagram for system tool. It has two functions; calculating the 

electrical energy usage tariff, view summary report, manage system statistic, manage notice 

board and backup the electrical energy usage dataset. The tariff calculation will be based on the 

tariff rate that is provided by the electrical energy provider in Malaysia.
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a) Title: Calculate electrical energy usage tariff 

Preconditions: User is logged into the web application. 

Flow of events: 1. User initiates electrical energy usage tariff page. 

2. User selects "commercial building tariff' from the menu. 

3. User inputs the total maximum demand and electrical energy usage in 

the form.

4. User confirms the entry by clicking on "calculate".

5. Web application calculates the electrical energy usage tariff using the 

selected option. 

6. Web application generates the total cost. 

7. User select "Back to Main" to navigate back to main page. 

8. User logs out from the web application. 

Post condition: None.

b) Title: View summary report 

Precondition: User is logged into the web application. 

Flow of events: 1. User initiates summary report page.
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2. User selects "summary report" from the menu. 

3. Web application displayed the summary report. 

4. User select "Back to Main" to navigate back to main page. 

5. User logs out from the web application. 

Post condition: None.

c) Title: Backup dataset 

Preconditions: Administrator is logged into the web application. 

Flow of events: 1. Administrator initiates backup dataset page. 

2. Web application will display the current dataset list that is available. 

3. Administrator selects the dataset that needs to be backed up. 

4. Administrator confirms the dataset backup by clicking on "backup". 

5. Web application will generate a download link for users to download the 

compressed dataset.

6. Administrator select "Back to Main" to navigate back to main page. 

7. Administrator logs out from the web application. 

Post condition: None.
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d) Title: Manage system statistic 

Precondition: Administrator is logged into the web application. 

Flow of events: 1. Administrator initiates system statistic page. 

2. Administrator selects "page hits" from the menu. 

3. Web application displayed the list of page hits. 

4. Administrator selects "Reset counter" to clear all the counter in the list. 

5. Administrator select "Back to Main" to navigate back to main page. 

6. Administrator logs out from the web application. 

Post condition: None. 

Alternative condition: 2. a) Administrator selects "visitor access information" from the menu. 

b) Web application displayed the list of visitor access information. 

c) Administrator selects "Delete all" to clear all the information in the 

list.

e) Title: Manage notice board 

Preconditions: Administrator logs into the web application. 

Flow of events: 1. Administrator initiates the notice board page.
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2. Administrator chooses to add new content in notice board in the web

application by clicking on "Add new" option at the menu bar.

3. Administrator input new content in notice board with a title name in add

notice board page. 

4. Administrator clicks "`Save" to add new content in notice board. 

5. Administrator select "Back to Main" to navigate back to main page. 

6. Administrator logs out from the web application. 

Post condition: None. 

Alternative condition: 2. a) i) Administrator selects notice board from the notice board list. 

ii) Administrator edits the content in the notice board by clicking 

on "edit" option at notice board list.

iii) Administrator edits notice board content in edit notice board

page.

iv) Administrator clicks "Save" to save the edited content in edit

notice board page. 

2. b) i) Administrator selects notice board from the notice board list. 

ii) Administrator delete notice board by clicking on "Delete 

selected" option at menu bar.
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Figure 3.2 Login process and user management use case diagram 

Figure 3.2 illustrated the login and logout function and user management module. The user

management module has three functions; add, edit and delete user account.

Title: Login process 

Preconditions : None. 

Flow of events: 1. User initiate the login page. 

2. Login process requires user to login by entering username and password. 

3. User input the username and password. 

4. User click on "Login" button to enter the web application. 

5. Login process validates the user identification.
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6. Login process performs encryption after validating that user

identification is correct.

Post condition: None.

g) Title: Manage user account 

Preconditions: Administrator logs into the web application. 

Flow of events: 1. Administrator initiates the user management page. 

2. Administrator chooses to add new user by clicking on "Manage user" 

option at the user management menu option.

3. Administrator clicks "`Add New" in the manage user page to add new

user. 

4. Administrator input new user username and user details in add user page. 

5. Administrator clicks "`Save" to add new user to the web application. 

6. Administrator logs out from the web application.

Post condition: None. 

Alternative condition: 3. a) i) Administrator chooses user from the user account list. 

ii) Administrator chooses to edit the users' details by clicking on 

"edit" option at user account list.
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iii) Administrator edits user information in edit user page.

iv) Administrator clicks "Save" to save the edited user's

information. 

2. b) i) Administrator chooses user from the user account list. 

ii) Administrator chooses to delete user in the system by clicking 

on "delete user" option at menu bar.
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Title: Visualization process

Figure 3.3 Visualization process use case diagram 

Figure 3.3 displayed the electrical energy usage visualization process. There are four different 

types of electrical energy usage visualization for users to choose. They are maximum demand, 

electrical energy usage, voltage and current and electrical energy usage cost. All the visualization 

processes allow users to view daily, monthly or yearly basis. .

a) Title: View electrical energy usage chart 

Preconditions: User is logged into the web application. 

Flow of events: 1. User initiates electrical energy usage page. 

2. User selects "Energy Usage" from the drop down menu.
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3. Web application generates MySQL query and created charts using 

RApache server based on the electrical energy usage dataset. 

4. User may select "print" to print out the charts for record. 

5. User closes the visualization process page. 

6. User logs out from the web application. 

Post condition: None. 

Alternative condition: 2. a) User selects "Power and Demand" from the drop down menu. 

b) User selects "view electrical energy usage" from the drop down 

menu.

c) User selects "Billing" from the drop down menu.

d) User selects "Voltage and Current" from the drop down menu.

3.2.4 R statistical engine module

The data visualization process uses the R statistical engine which is embedded in the 

Apache server. The R statistical engine uses the RApache module which acts as an interface 

between the Apache web server and the R statistical language. The setup process requires the 

configuration of Ubuntu operating system in the Linux environment. The software and R 

packages for setting up the R statistical web environment are listed as follows
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a. Ubuntu server 13.04 installation file 

b. Graphical user interface for Ubuntu OS (GUI GNOME) 

c. Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP (LAMP) server tool 

d. Administration tool for MySQL (phpMyAdmin) tool 

e. Database interface for R language (DBI) package 

f. MySQL for R language (R MySQL) package 

g. JavaScript object notation for R language (RJSONIO) package 

h. Templating framework for mixing text and R language (brew) package

3.3 Design 

The web application design process covers the overview of the web application 

architecture, class diagrams and activity diagrams to model the process flow. In addition, user 

interface design is also discussed in this section.
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3.3.1 Overview of the web application architecture
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Figure 3.4 Electrical Energy Usage Visualization architecture 

Figure 3.4 shows the electrical energy usage visualization architecture. The web application 

consists of three main modules. There are user management, electrical energy usage visualization, 

and system tool. The user management module has four functions which are login, add user, edit 

user and delete user. The electrical energy usage visualization also has four different options 

which are viewing maximum demand, electrical energy usage, electrical energy usage cost and 

voltage and current. The system tool module has five functions. They are notice board, system 

statistic, backup dataset, summary report and viewing electrical energy usage tariff.
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3.3.2 Class diagram
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Figure 3.5 Electrical energy usage visualization web application class diagram 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the electrical energy usage visualization web application class diagram. 

There are two users, which are normal user and administrator. A user can perform login, view 

electrical energy usage chart and the summary report. A user can also view electrical energy 

usage tariff by adding electrical energy usage and maximum demand per month to calculate 

electrical energy usage cost. The administrator can backup the electrical energy usage dataset and 

view system statistic. Additionally, an administrator is able to login, add, edit, and delete user 

accounts.
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3.3.3 Activity diagram 

There are five activity diagrams shown in this section: 

a) Title: Activity diagram for system tool process I

View electrical energy usage tariff

Enter electrical energy usage

ö
CýDt

Enter maximum demand

Calculate electrical energy usage tariff

(Output 
electrical energy usage tariff

Backup dataset

Generate data set for download

Figure 3.6 System tool process activity diagram I
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b) Title: Activity diagram for system tool process 2

(view 
summary report

Generate summary report

CýD

T
Select system statistic

View page hits View visitor access information

Reset count Delete visitor access information

Figure 3.7 System tool process activity diagram 2
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c) Title: Activity diagram for system tool process 3

r
Log-in

CS-elect 
notice board management

Delete notice board

Save edited information Delete selected notice board

Figure 3.8 System tool process activity diagram 3

Figure 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 explains the system tool process in the web application respectively. It 

consists of five modules which are electrical energy usage tariff calculation, dataset backup,
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summary report, system statistic and notice board. The user is required to log into the system in 

order to execute these activities. For the electrical energy usage tariff calculation module, the user 

will be requested to input the electrical energy usage tariff and maximum demand and the total 

cost based on the electrical energy provider rate will be calculated. For the dataset backup 

module, the user is allowed to backup all the datasets in the database with a single click. The 

application automatically generates a compressed zip file for users to download. For the summary 

report, user able to view and compare the current month electrical energy usage and the 

maximum demand value with previous month. For system statistic, administrator able to check 

the web application page hits and visitor access information. The page hits can be reset by the 

administrator and the visitor access information also can be deleted. For the notice board 

management, the administrator able to add, edit and delete the notice board information.
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d) Title: Activity diagram for user account process

Enter username

Confirm add
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user information

Save user information
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Figure 3.9 User account management process activity diagram

Figure 3.9 discusses the activities of the user management process in this web application. After 

the administrator logs into the web application, he/she can select manage user account from the 

menu in the main page and choose to add user, edit user or delete user. The administrator needs

Log-in

Select user account management

Add user Edit user Delete user

\1/ v
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to enter a new username and password for adding a new user in the web application. The 

administrator also can edit and delete users by first selecting the user in the list and performing 

the edit and delete functions.

e) Title: Activity diagram for the data visualization process

View electrical energy usage chart

View voltage and current I View electrical energy usage

Generate R chart

4

Figure 3.10 Visualization process activity diagram

Log-in
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Figure 3.10 shows the activities involve in the visualization process. It starts with the user 

logging into the web application. The user can select to view (i) maximum demand, (ii) voltage 

and current, (iii) electrical energy usage or (iv) electrical energy usage cost. After the selection 

process, the web application will generate an R chart after processing the request using the R 

statistical engine in daily, monthly or yearly basis.

3.3.4 User interface design
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Figure 3.11 Login page
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Figure 3.11 shows the login page of the web application. It has two examples of the generated R 

statistical language chart on the left hand side and username and password input on right hand 

side to improve the user' experience since most of the login systems such as Gmail and yahoo 

mail are design in this pattern. It will allow user to easily adapt to this web application without 

need to search for the input text field.

Electrical energy usage visualization web application
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Figure 3.12 Main page

Figure 3.12 shows the main page of the web application. It consists of main menu button, R 

statistical language chart, location of electrical meter and current electrical energy usage and cost. 

The design is to allow user to have a quick view on the current electrical energy usage and cost 

without the need to enter the electrical energy visualization usage page.
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Maximum demand
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Figure 3.13 Maximum demand page

Figure 3.13 shows the maximum demand page. There are total four different R charts which 

represent different type electrical energy parameter available in maximum demand. In addition, 

users can also print the important electrical energy usage data visualization for record. The 

current user interface design is the first draft and it only shows overview the web layout. The 

detail electrical energy parameters that need to represent in the all the electrical energy usage 

charts is depend on the dataset available and will be explained in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.14 Electrical energy usage tariff calculator page

Figure 3.14 shows the electrical energy usage tariff calculator page in the web application. It has 

three categories, namely household, commercial building and industry, which all have different 

tari ffs.
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User account management
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Figure 3.15 User account management page 

Figure 3.15 shows the user account management page of the web application. It allows the 

administrator to add, edit and delete user account.
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Dataset management

Backup dataset
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Figure 3.16 Dataset management page

Back to main

Figure 3.16 displayed the dataset backup tool for the web application. It allows the administrator 

or users to backup the dataset with a single click.

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter discusses the process of capturing and analyzing the user requirements and 

designing the framework for the web-based application. The main objective is to identify all the 

requirements needed to implement the proposed project. A document-centric approach was used 

to collect the user requirements from document and legacy systems. All the electrical energy 

usage visualization requirements for the proposed project are modeled using the Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) diagrams such as use case diagram. In the design stage, the web
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application process covers the overview of the web application architecture, class diagram and 

activity diagrams to model the process flow of the web application. In addition, the first draft of 

the user interface design is also included. The requirement analysis and design process will help 

the developer in understanding the requirements of the web application and in producing a good 

design of the web application.
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Chapter 4 Implementation

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter covers the implementation of this project, including the step by step procedure 

of installing the Ubuntu server operating system, Linux Apache MySQL PHP (LAMP) server and 

configuration of the RApache web server in a Linux environment. Besides that, the 

implementation of the web application will also be discussed in this chapter. It consists of 

interface design, system tool, login and user management, visualization of electrical energy usage 

and the information of electrical energy dataset that is being used in this web application.

4.2 Setup RApache server 

The R language required a Linux operating system to support it and the LAMP server is 

required for the web development in Linux environment. The configuration of RApache web 

server is the next step after install the installation of the Linux operating system and the LAMP 

server.
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4.2.1 Installation of Linux Operating System
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Figure 4.1 Ubuntu OS main page

Figure 4.1 shows the screenshot of the Ubuntu Operating System (OS) main page. Numbers of 

options are available as shown at the bottom of the screenshot. These functions include help, 

language, keymap, modes, accessibility and other options.
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Figure 4.2 Language selection 

The language selection for this installation is English, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3 Location selection

Figure 4.3 shows the selection of location to allow the Ubuntu OS to set the time zone and 

system locale. Singapore is chosen for this installation since Malaysia is not in the list.
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Figure 4.4 shows the keyboard configuration option during installing Ubuntu OS process.
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Figure 4.5 Keyboard selection 

Figure 4.5 shows the selection of keyboard layout in Ubuntu OS installation process. English (US) 

is the standard keyboard layout used in Malaysia.
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Figure 4.6 Network configuration 

Figure 4.6 shows the network configuration process during Ubuntu OS installation process. The 

hostname is entered for this operating system in order to identify this system to the network.
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Figure 4.7 User account set up
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Figure 4.8 User account password set up 

Figure 4.7 and 4.8 shows the user account and password set up option during the Ubuntu OS 

installation process. The user is required to input his or her username and password in order to 

register as a user in this operating system.
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Figure 4.9 Ubuntu installer main menu 
Figure 4.9 shows the Ubuntu installer main menu where all the installation process are shown in

the menu list.
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Figure 4.10 Disk partition 
Figure 4.10 shows the disk partition process during Ubuntu OS installation process. An empty

hard drive is requiring for installing the operating system. Dual boot user can use the partition

disk to shrink the volume in this hard drive if the user only has one hard drive.
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Figure 4.13 Library installation 

Figure 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 shows the installation process of base system, additional component such 

as LAMP server, Graphical User Interface for Ubuntu OS (GNOME desktop), and the libraries
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required for web development. Wired Local Area Network (LAN) internet connection is required

during the installation process.

soot toadsr installation:

Figure 4.14 Grub boot Iaoder 

Figure 4.14 shows the grub boot loader installation process, which the Ubuntu OS requires to 

boot up. This boot loader can support multi boot with Microsoft Window OS. The boot loader 

will be installed in the first disk partition in order to detect all the OS that are installed on the 

computer.

4.2.2 Installation of PHP, MySQL and R packages 

Since the LAMP server is already installed during the Ubuntu server OS installation 

process, the next procedure is to install the phpmyadmin software in Ubuntu OS for the database 

management and PHP web development. After installing the phpmyadmin software, testing on 

PHP, MySQL and Apache are conducted to make sure all the software that are required are 

successfully installed on the computer. For PHP testing, a php file is created and named as 

phptest <? Phpinfo(); ? > is typed in the document. After that, a web browser is used to open the
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phptest. php file. If the installation is successful, then the detailed information about php version 

will be displayed. For Apache testing, "localhost" is typed into the web browser. If the 

installation is successful, the screen will show information that indicates the Apache web server 

is functioning. For MySQL testing, "localhost/phpmyadmin/" is typed into using a web browser. 

If the installation is successful, it will show the phpmyadmin main page and the detail of the 

version of MySQL.

R statistical language, RApache server and also the R packages are required to be 

installed in the operating system to support web development using the R statistical language. 

The complete guideline is shown below:

1. Install R Apache : Type the following command in the terminal: 

"sudo apt-get install r-base-dev apache2-mpm-prefork apache2- prefork-dev" 

"wget http: //www. rapache. net/rapache- l . 2.3. tar. gz" 

"tar xzvf rapache- l . 2.3. tar. gz" 

"cd rapache-1.2.3" 

". /configure" 

"make" 

"make install" 

Internet access is required during the installation process. Figure 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 

shows the installation process repectively.
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Figure 4.15 RApache installation
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Figure 4.16 RApache installation 2
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Figure 4.17 RApache installation 3

2. Create a new directory and named it as R in the var/www/ directory and another new directory 

named as images in var/www/ directory. 

3. Install DBI database interface for R apache server : Copy the file from the ubuntu server CD 

which named DBI 0.2-5. tar. gz to the var/www/ directory. Using the terminal, access the 

var/www/ directory and type "R CMD INSTALL DBI_0.2-5. tar. gz" to install the DBI. 

4. Install R MySQL for R apache server : copy the file from the ubuntu server CD which named 

RMySQL_0.9-3. tar. gz to the var/www/ directory. Using the terminal, access the var/www/ 

directory and type "R CMD INSTALL RMySQL_0.9-3. tar. gz" to install the RmySQL. 

5. Install RJSONIO for R apache server : Copy the file from the ubuntu server CD named 

RJSONIO 1.0-3. tar. gz to the var/www/ directory. Using the terminal, access the var/www/ 

directory and type "R CMD INSTALL RJSONIO_1.0-3. tar. gz" to install the RJSONIO. 

6. Install brew for R apache server : Copy the file from the ubuntu server CD named 

brew_1.0-6. tar. gz to the var/www/ directory. Using the terminal, access the var/www/ 

directory and type "R CMD INSTALL brew_1.0-6. tar. gz" to install brew. *The latest version 

can be download from "cran. rproject. org/web/packages/RJSONIO/index. html"
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4.2.3 Configuration of RApache web server 

After installing the R statistical engine, Rapache server and R packages, configuration on 

the Apache web server is needed in order to allow the Apache web server to communicate with 

Rapache. The configuration is performed on the httpd. conf file. Figure 4.18 shows the 

configuration that needs to be added in the httpd. conf file located in the etc/apache2/ directory. 

After completing all the configuration, testing on the RApache server and the R statistical engine 

are conducted. For Rapache testing, the web browser is navigated to "local host/Rapac he Info" and 

all the required R packages and components are checked to make sure they are installed in the 

operating system. Figure 4.19 will be shown if Rapache installation is successful. For R statistical 

engine testing, a sample R script used for testing by navigating the web browser to 

"local host/R/mysg1. htmI", where a screen as shown in Figure 4.20 is displayed. 

LJ httpd. conf x httpd. conf x 
ýoadModule R_nodule /usr! lib/apache? /modtles/mDd_R. so 
REvalOnStartup "require(RJSONIO, lib. loc='/usr/local/lib/R/site-library')' 
REvalOnStartup "library(DBI); li. bra-y(RMySQL)"

<Locatton /RApacheInfo> 
SetHandler r-info 

</Location>

<Directory /var/wwa/R> 
SetHandter r-script 
RHandler brew:: brew 

</Directory>

<Di_rectory /var/wwM/R-files> 
SetHandter r-script 
RHandler sys. source 

</Directory>

Figure 4.18 Configuration of RApache
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Figure 4.20 R statistical engine test page
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4.3 Electrical energy usage database 

The electrical energy usage database in this web application is taken from one of the 

commercial companies in Malaysia. This dataset is retrieved from electrical meter which capable 

to capture the electrical energy parameters every minute. The electrical energy parameters are 

time stamp, wh, peak wh, month slot, previous wh, vah, varh, w, va, var, pt, rphase v, rphase a, 

rphase pf, yphase v, yphase a, yphase pf, bphase v, bphase a, bphase pf, thdvl, thdv2, thdv3 and 

thda 1. Although there are about 24 electrical energy parameters are available in the database but 

in order to reduce the complexity, this web application is visualize the R statistical chart by using 

16 of total electrical energy parameters only. This dataset contains 18 months of electrical 

energy usage data that will be used in this web application. Figure 4.21 and 4.22 shows the 

database structure in MySQL and a sample of the electrical energy data respectively.
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# Nm* Type Collation 

i_j 1 time skimp datetme 

CJ 2 wh Unytext utf8_unicode_ci 

`J 3 peak unytext utf8_unicode_ci

4 mwnh_slot itY(ll) 

5 prey wh tinytext utf8_urncoöe_ci

_j 
6 van tinytext unb_unicode_

Attributes Null Default Extra Action 
Yes NULL Change Drop Primary V Unique Index 

Yes NULL Change Drop , Primary, V Unique 
, 

index

7 varh tinytext utf8_unicode_ci 

8 w tirtytext utf8_unicode_ci 

9 va tinytext utf8_unicode_ci

Yes NULL
, y, 

' Change 40 Drop Primary 9 Unique 
, 

Intlpx

Yes NULL Charge Drop Primary jj Unique index 

Yes NULL Change Drop Primary V Un: iue Index 

Yes NULL. / Change Drop Primary, Aj Unique index 

Yes NULL Change Drop Primary 
_V 

Un que Index

Yes NULL Change Drop Primary 
_V 

Unique Index 

Yes NULL Change Drop Primary rV Un: que Index

MULL change Drop Primary j Unique Index 

NULL Change rO Drop Primary a Unque Index 

NULL Change Drop 
, f 

Primary V Unique Index 

NULL Change Drop Primary V Unque Index 

NLJLL Change Drop i Primary 
_V 

Unique Index 

NULL Change Drop Primary V Undue Index 

NULL Change Drop 
r' 

Primary j Unique Index 

NULL Change Drop Primary u Unique Index 

NULL Change Drop Primary jj Unique.. Index 

NULL 
r>' Change Drop Primary V Unique Index

_J 
10 var tinytext utf8_unicode_ci Yes 

; 11 pf tinytext taf8_unicode_ci Yes 

j 12 rpAas! v tiny text utt8_urticode ci Yes 

13 rphase_a tirrytext utf8_unicode_ci Yes 

j 14 rphatap tinytext utt8_tnicode_ci Yes 

, 15 yphase v tirrytext utt8_urncode_ci Yes 

_j 
16 yphasa_a tinytext utf8_tnicode_ci Yes 

17 yphasa pf tinytext utf8_unicode_ci Yes 

I 18 bpiraa! 
_v 

tirytext utt8_txrcode_ci Yes 

19 bpha" a tirrytext utt8_untcode_ct Yes

J 20 bpNpýt tirrytext ut18_unicode_ci

__ 
21 thdvl tiriytext utf8_untcode_ci 

: j 22 ttNh2 tinytext tuf8_utrcode_ci 

23 tfidv3 trnytext ißf8 urncode_ci 

`J 
24 ttridal tittytext utf8_unicode_ci

Yes MULL Change 0 Drop 
, - 

Primary 
, 
V Unique Index

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes

NULL Change Drop Primary U Un que Index 

NULL Change Drop 
r' 

Primary j Unique Index 

NULL 
b>' Change Drop Primar u Un que Inde? 

NULL 
y,? 

Change Drop 
_ % Primary 3e Unique Index.

Figure 4.21 Database structure

ama stamp Mh puk7013-03-26 18 32 00 0 PEAK 

201.30326 18: 33: 80 2817.8'. PEAK 
2(113-03-26 18 34 00 2967 3 PEAK 
201503.261835.00 2968.6' PEAK 
2013-03-76 18 3600 -14 1 PEAK 
7013-0525 1837.00 2981.1, PEAK 
2013-03-26 183800 2948 PEAK 
201303-25 1839: 00 2927.3 ' PEAK 
2013-03-76 1840.00 2849 PEAK 
201303-261841: 00 2754.5 i PEAK 

201301-76 18 4200 2755 7 PEAK 
2013.032616-4300 2785.4 1 PEAK 
2013-03-26 18 44 00 2767 PEAK 
20134032618: 45: 00 2761.1 : PEAK' 

2013-03-26 1$ 46 00 2765 PEAK 

201303-2610: 47: 00 2759.2 PEAK

month slot prav_wh vqh vnh w va vr P1 1Fwv_v rphasca rphase-. PI Yphasev Yphasea 
2 0133 165736.0 177189.5 61667 94 159252. 9 163800.9 37849 71 0.972 245 807 236 303 0 972 215 814 2 10 o6fi 
20133 168554.6 180201.9 62679.65 178283.2: 184519.8 4§170.01 ! 0.966 `245.649 261998 0.968 245.71 227.719 

20133 171571 9 183296 6 63537 95 183.314 1914584 56788 82 0957 245 605 263 015 0 952 245 671 735 1395 
20133'.. 174490.5 188496 64715.1 176602.7 185156.2 55586.93 0.954 245.384 245.055 0.955 245.343 225.917 

20133 177404 6 189542 1 65590 48 1766r16 7 182416 8 4.1553 04 0%, B 245 472 242 254 0 962 245 373 745 1362 

20133 f 180385.7 
.192824.5 

6636111 176706.7 182423.3 44849.1 0.909 245A2 232.884 0.967 245.229 249.378 

70133 1833,33 7 195660 67107 38 177707 7 1836132 44944 17 0 968 245.324 243 467 0967 245 055 256 1117 

20133'186261 198772.988128.41174390 185184.5 61995.16 0.942 245.02 250.619 0.94 244.913 242.215 

201,13 189110 2017975 69137 98 165241 9 1762108 60177 68 09.38 245 068 245 906 0 936 244 896 241 686 

20133.191864.5 204730.4 70133.29 164199.9 175457.1 61166. 7 ' 0.936 245.241 245.403 0.936 245.112 237.592 
20133 194620.2 2076711 71148 06 168168 2 179320 62070 56 0 9,18 245 181 237 349 0 939 214 968 240 487, 
201331197405.6210639.672160.11 164964 175MA 5W15.29 0.939 244.678 237.123 

.0.932 
244.386 235.834 

,10133 200172 6 213582.4 73150.66 169099 1794074 58707 04 0.943 244.599 242.532 0 942 244 351 2 25 737 

2003'202M. 7 216512 74110.45 165735 175727,9 58247.84 :; 0.943 244.66 247.521 0.944 244.586 226.254 
20133 205701.7 2194479 7509357 1667464 177500.5 58593.58 0.939 245.352 243.387 0.94 245 144 225 56 
20113' 206460.9 222377.1 76067.31 163602 1735117 58217.71 0.943 : 244. M 235.394 0.942 214494 237 607

Figure 4.22 Electrical energy usage data
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4.4 Web application implementation 

After completing all the configuration and setup for the Linux Ubuntu environment and 

the RApache web server, the third phase of this project is the web application implementation. 

This consists of three main modules: (i) user management, (ii) electrical energy usage 

visualization and (iii) system tool. The web application is secured through the password 

encryption technique using shal and md5 and each web page in this web application have the 

validation element which validate the user authorization when user access to that web page. This 

web application is developed using the latest web development technology such as HTML5, 

CSS3 and JQuery to enhance the usability of the web application and to improve the user 

experience.

4.4.1 Interface design 

The web application interface is simple and professional to suit any potential client who 

will mainly be companies and industries. The interface design is developed based on the results 

of studying other similar web applications in order to satisfy the potential client's requirements 

and needs. This design can be modified to suit actual requirement and needs of actual client in the 

future.

4.4.2 Login page 

The web application login page consists of a notice board and a user login module as 

shown in Figure 4.23. Users are required to fill in their username and password in order to log in
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to the web application. This login module has error validation capability which can validate the 

data input by the user. An error message will be displayed under the log in button if no input is 

detected or if the user input the wrong username and / or password during the log in process. The 

notice board shows the features and a basic introduction of this web application. The 

administrator is able to modify the content using the notice board function that is found in the 

admin menu.
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Figure 4.23 Login page
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4.4.3 Main page 

After a successful login, the overview of the main page is shown in Figure 4.24. This web 

application main page has three sections, which are header, content and footer. The header and 

footer are developed using similar colour themes in order to match the background and the whole
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web application interface. The left side of the main page has a menu bar, seven dial gauge 

indicator and an R statistical engine power chart. The menu bar has five menu item, which are 

summary report, calculator, administrator management, help on EEUV and logout button. The 

detail functions of each menu will be explained later in this graph. There are five different menus 

located on the commercial building as shown on the main page. They indicate the location of the 

electrical measurement meter which can be installed in four different departments in a company 

or industry. Figure 4.25 shows that each visualization menu has four selections, which are billing, 

energy usage, power and demand and voltage and current. Besides that, a summary of total 

electrical energy usage cost is also shown in the right hand side of the main page. It displays the 

four different department's monthly electrical energy cost with the previous month's record for 

comparison purposes.
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Figure 4.24 EEUV Main page
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Figure 4.25 Visualization menu

4.4.4 Summary report page 

Figure 4.26 shows the summary report page. It shows the comparison summary of four 

different departments, which are plantation, real estate, cooler tower and AHU. Maximum 

demand and electrical energy usage for the current month is shown in comparison with the 

previous month's data. Besides that, the monthly summary of real power, reactive power and 

apparent power during the peak period are also displayed.
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Figure 4.26 Summary report page 
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4.4.5 Tariff calculator page 

Figure 4.27 and 4.28 shows the tariff calculator page which allows the user to check their 

monthly electrical utilities cost by entering the total consumption for low voltage commercial 

tariff users, total consumption and maximum demand for medium general commercial tariff users 

and total consumption, maximum demand and consumption during peak and off peak period for 

medium voltage peak, for off peak commercial tariff users. The formula for calculating the 

electrical tariff and the results of the calculation will be displayed below the input field as shown 

in Figure 4.28.

Tariff Calculator 

Low Voltage Commercial Tauft Medium Voltage General Commercial Tariff Medium Voltage Peak/Off-Peak Commercial Tariff

Cý wrý

Figure 4.27 Low voltage commercial tariff 

Tariff Calculator 

low Voltage Commercial Tariff Medium Voltage General Commercial Tariff i Medium Voltage Peak/Off-Peak Commercial Tariff
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Figure 4.28 Medium voltage peak, off peak commercial tariff
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4.4.6 Password change page 

Figure 4.29 shows the password change page which can be accessed via the main page 

menu under the admin category. This feature allows the normal users and administrators to 

change their password by entering the current password, new password and confirmation of the 

new password. The system will validate and perform a check on the correctness of the password 

that the user entered. An error message will be shown if the user enters the wrong password 

during the password changing process.

Change password

Enter your current password and then choose your new password. Click Save when you are done. 

Password updated sucessfully.

Current Password : 

New Password : 

Re-type New Password :

... L__-
i _- 
jý1ý _i

so.

Figure 4.29 Password changing page

Savo Back to Main

4.4.7 Notice board page 

Figure 4.30 and 4.31 shows the notice board page which can be accessed from the main 

page menu under the admin category. This feature can only be accessed by the administrator user 

for updating the login page notice board with the latest information such as promotion of the web 

application, advertisement or website maintenance notice. It provides simple text processing tools 

which can be used by even novice users. It also has a search function with a date filter to allow 

users to find the notices easily.
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Figure 4.31 Notice board editor page

A

4.4.8 User management 

Figure 4.32 shows the user management menu from admin menu in the main page. This 

web application has two different users, which are normal user and administrator user. The 

normal user only has the privilege to access the password changing page in the admin menu
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category but the administrator user have the privilege to access all the functions under the admin 

menu category. Figure 4.33 manage user page, which has the entire user account details such as 

username, type of user, contact number, first name, last name of the user and email. The 

administrator user is able to add or change the user account information. Figure 4.34 shows the 

edit user form which allows the administrator to change the user account details. The 

administrator has the privilege to change all the user information except for the username and 

password. Besides that, the administrator can also view, search and delete the user log activity in 

this web application as shown in Figure 4.35.
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Figure 4.32 User management menu
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Figure 4.33 Manage user page

Edit User
User Name :

User Type : 

Contact No. : 
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Figure 4.34 User account modification form
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User Logs
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Figure 4.35 User logs page

4.4.9 System statistics 

Figure 4.36 and 4.37 shows the page hits and visitor access information page respectively. 

The page hits display number of counts for the entire page in this web application. Count reset 

and search function is available for the administrator user to reset the count to zero and search for 

the page he or she needs. The visitor access information page allows administrator user to obtain 

all the user visit records including the page visited, type of browser used, operating system 

architecture, IP address and date of the visit of the user. Besides that, search and delete functions 

are available for the administrator user to search and delete any records.
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Figure 4.36 Page hits
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4.4.10 Database backup 

Figure 4.38 shows the database backup page in the web application where the user is able 

to export the current database and store it in their computer for backup purpose. The application 

will retrieve the database and compress it. A download link will be provided for user to download 

the compressed file.

Database Maintenance

Step 1 : Please click the icon to export the database.

l.. ar. A.. ýi 

Step 2 . Please Click the link to download the tile. 

isensete ntdc2014-05-07-13-00-55. gz

Bads to Main

Figure 4.38 Database backup

4.4.11 Electrical energy usage visualization 

The electrical energy usage visualization is divided into four different categories, which 

are (i) billing, (ii) power and demand, (iii) energy cost and (iv) voltage and current. All of these 

charts are constructed by using the R statistical engine. All the R charts are converted into a 

JPEG image file and stored in the images folder in var/www category. Users are able to check all 

the electrical energy information by selecting the department that they need to check from the 

four department menu list.
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Figure 4.39 shows three different charts for the electrical energy usage billing cost. The 

charts show (i) monthly energy cost based on tariff B using bar chart, (ii) monthly energy costs 

for year 2012 and 2013 using bar chart and (iii) energy cost for all four different departments 

using pie chart. Figure 4.40 shows the four charts for electrical energy usage, The charts show (i) 

monthly energy usage for year 2012 and 2013, (ii) weekly electrical energy usage, (iii) daily 

electrical energy usage and (iv) current month electrical energy usage. All of the electrical energy 

usages are presented in R bar charts. Figure 4.41 shows three charts for electrical power 

consumption and maximum demand. The charts show (i) monthly maximum demand for year 

2012 and 2013, (ii) monthly electrical power consumption for year 2012 and 2013 and (iii) daily 

electrical power consumption and maximum demand for the current month. Figure 4.42 shows 

two charts for voltage and current. The charts show (i) phase voltage reading and (ii) current 

reading for the day. Three voltage dial gauge which indicate the R, Y and B phase voltage and 

another three current dial gauge which indicate the R,. Y and B phase current are also shown. The 

visualization for the available data shows the electrical energy usage, cost, power, maximum 

demand, voltage and current parameters. More data visualization can be configured if more 

parameters are available in the dataset used.
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4.5 Conclusion 

The steps and procedures to set up and configure the RApache server and the 

implementation of this web application have been described in detail in this chapter. The detail 

description of testing and validation of the RApache server configuration and web application 

will be covered in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5 Evaluation and Testing

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter covers the testing and evaluation phase that is conducted after 

implementation of this web application to ensure that the web application is free from software 

defects and errors. There will be two test sessions. One of them is the configuration testing on the 

RApache server, which will test on the web development modules such as PHP, MySQL, 

RApache server and R statistical engine. The second test is on the whole web application 

functionalities and performance. The web application testing used a test plan and test cases in the 

test process. Some of the test processes are obtained from the IEEE 829 software testing 

guidelines and ISO 9126 software quality standard.

5.2 Configuration testing on the RApache server 

The configuration testing on RApache server is based on the validation of the 

successfulness of the installation of the following: (i) PHP, (ii) MySQL, (iii) Apache server, (iv) 

phpMyAdmin, (v) RApache server and R packages and (vi) configuration of the RApache server.

5.2.1 Problems in the Configuration testing on the RApache server 

Some problems were encountered during the testing of the setup and configuration of the 

RApache server. The main problem was the user permission issue, which the Ubuntu OS required 

root access to set up and install the R packages and the RApache server. The solution to this was 

using "sudo" or -su -s" in the terminal to enable root access in order to execute the Linux 

commands. Another problem was the version support issue. The R statistical engine required a
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newer version of RApache server to support the latest Ubuntu OS environment and web 

development tools such as PHP, MySQL and phpMyAdmin. The solution for this problem was 

found by updating the software using "sudo apt-update" command in terminal.

5.3 Web application testing 

The web application testing covered the features to be tested, the environment needs such 

as software and hardware, testing schedule, acceptance criteria and test cases. The testing 

technique that was applied in this testing process was the user observation technique. The tester 

was given a list of test scenarios and he/she performed the tasks and actions based on the 

scenarios. All of the tester actions are noted during the testing process. The web application 

modules that were tested were login module, user management module, system tools module and 

visualization module. The input data that was used were the user information, notice information, 

electrical energy usage and sample image files. The features to be tested were (i) user 

login/logout function, (ii) user management function, (iii) system tools function and (iv) 

visualization functions.

5.3.1 Environmental Needs

The Table 5.1 and 5.2 below show the hardware and software that are needed in this testing 
process respectively.

Hardware:

Hardware Minimum Requirement 

Processor Intel Celeron 700 MHz and above 

Memory 512 MB and above
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Graphic Processor 128 MB and above 
Testing equipment Computer mouse 

Hard disk space 5 GB and above
Table 5.1 Hardware requirement

Software:

Software Requirement 

OS platform Ubuntu server 12.04 LTS 

Web development tools Apache server, PHP, MySQL and 
PhpMyAdmin. 

R statistical engine tools RApache server and R packages
Table 5.2 Software requirement

5.3.2 Schedule

Table 5.3 below shows the test activities and date schedule for the testing process.

Test activities Date 

Test plan structure for all the features in 

web application. 

24th April 2014 to 25` April 2014 

Test specification for all the features in web 

application. 

26th April 2014 to 27th April 2014 

Test cases for all the features in web 

application. 

28` April 2014 to 29th April 2014 

Analysing and executing test cases. 30 April 2014 to 4` May 2014 

Prepare the test report. 5 May 2014 to 8 ̀ May 2014
Table 5.3 Schedule
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5.3.3 Acceptance criteria

The following are the acceptance criteria for this web application:

" Error tolerance and error handling are functioning properly in the login and user 

management module. 

" The web application able to recognize different user type and allow the correct access to 

the modules based on the user type authentication. 

" The web application is able to provide a user friendly interface and user should find it 

easy to perform any tasks without referring to the user manual or assistance from the web 
developer. 

" All the information from the summary report, calculator, system statistics, user log, user 

account information are displayed correctly. 

" The web application must be able to show visualization of all the electrical energy usage 
information accurately based on the electrical energy usage dataset.

5.3.4 Test cases for login module

Table 5.4, 5.6, 5.7, 5.7 and 5.8 below shows the test cases for the login module in the web 
application respectively.

Name TC-01 : User login into the application 

Requirement None 

Preconditions The username and password are provided to the user by the administrator. 

Steps Expected result 

1. Input the username and password in the text field. 

2. Click on "Login" button. 

1. Login window is dismissed. 

2. Main page is displayed.
Table 5.4 Valid login

Name TC-02 : User input wrong username and password [Invalid data entery] 

Requirement None
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Preconditions The username and password are provided to the user. 
Steps Expected Results 

1. Input the username and password in the text field. 1. Error message: "Invalid 

2. Click on "Login" button. combination of username and 

password" is displayed.
Table 5.5 Invalid login

Name TC-03 : User logout of the application 
Requirement User login to the application. 

Preconditions None 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Locate logout button. 

2. Click on "Logout" button. 

1. Main page window is dismissed. 

2. Login page is displayed.

Table 5.6 Logout

Name TC-04: User change password. 

Requirement User login to the application. 

Preconditions None 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Locate admin menu bar and change 1. Main page window is dismissed. 

password button. 2. Change password page is displayed. 

2. Click on "change password" button. 3. Display successful message "Password 

3. Input current password and new password. update successfully". 

4. Click on "save" button.
Table 5.7 Password change

Name TC-05 : User input wrong current and new password [Invalid data entery] 

Requirement User login to the application.
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Preconditions None 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Locate admin menu bar and change 1. Error message "Wrong password is 

password button. entered" is displayed. 

2. Click on "change password" button. 

3. Input current password and new password. 

4. Click on "save" button.
Table 5.8 Invalid password change

5.3.5 Test cases for user management module

Table 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 below shows the test cases for the user management module in the web 
application respectively.

Name TC-10: Adding a user account using Administrator access. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on "Manage user" button from the 1. User management window is displayed. 

main menu under the user management 2. User management window is dismissed. 

menu option. 3. Add user window is displayed. 

2. Click on "Add new" button. 4. Pop up successful message: "The user 
3. Fill in the user information in the text account has been created. " 

fields. 5. Add user window is dismissed. 

4. Click "Save" button in add user window.
Table 5.9 Add user

Name TC- 11: Delete a user account using Administrator access. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 
Preconditions None
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Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on "Manage user" button from the 1. User management window is displayed. 

main menu under user management menu 2. Pop up confirmation message: The 

option. selected user account will be deleted. " 

2. Select the user account that needs to be 3. Pop up successful message: "The user 

removed. account has been removed. " 

3. Click on "Delete" button. 4. User management window is dismissed. 

4. Click on the "Ok" button to confirm delete 

user account.
Table 5.10 Delete user

Name TC- 12: Edit user account information using Administrator access. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on "Manage user" button from the 1. User management window is displayed. 

main menu under the user management 2. User management window is dismissed. 

menu option. 3. Edit user window is displayed. 

2. Select the user account that needs to be 4. Pop up successful message: "The user 

edited. account has been edited". 

3. Click on the "Edit" button on the user 5. Edit user window is dismissed. 

account list. 

4. Edit the user information in the text fields. 

5. Click on the "Save" button in edit user 

window. L

able s. > 1 tai[ wer
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5.3.6 Test cases for system tools module

Table 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 below shows the test cases for the 
system tools module in the web application respectively.

Name TC-2 1: User views the summary report. 
Requirement User login to the application. 
Preconditions None. 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on "Summary report" button from 

main menu. 

1. Summary report window is displayed.

Table 5.12 Summary report

Name TC-22: User calculates the electrical energy usage bill and tariff. 

Requirement User login to the application. 

Preconditions None. 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on "Tariff Calculator" button from the 1. Calculator window is displayed. 

main menu. 2. Calculation and tariff details are displayed. 

2. Select "Medium Voltage Peak/Off Peak 3. Calculator window is dismissed. 

Commercial Tariff' from tab menu. 

3. Fill in consumption for peak, off peak and 

maximum demand in the text field. 

4. Click on the "calculate" button.
Table 5.13 Calculator

Name TC-23: Administrators add new content in the notice board. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None 

Steps Expected Results
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1. Click on the "Notice board" button from the 

main menu under admin menu option. 
2. Click on "Add New" button. 

3. Fill in the notice information in the text 

field. 

4. Click on the "Save" button in add notice 
board window.

1. Notice board window is displayed. 

2. Notice board window is dismissed. 

3. Edit notice board window is displayed. 

4. Pop up successful message: "The new 

notice board has been created. " 

5. Edit notice board window is dismissed.

Table 5.14 Add notice board

Name TC-24: Administrator edit the content in the notice board. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on the "Notice board" menu from the 1. Notice board window is displayed. 

main menu under the admin menu option. 2. Notice board window is dismissed. 

2. Click on the "Edit" button on the notice 3. Edit notice board window is displayed. 

board list. 4. Pop up successful message The notice 
3. Edit the notice board information in text board has been edited. " 

field. 5. Edit notice board window is dismissed. 

4. Click on the "Save" button in edit notice 
board window.

Table 5.15 Edit notice board

Name TC-25: Administrator delete the content in the notice board. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on the "Notice board" menu from the 

main menu under the admin menu option. 

1. Notice board window is displayed. 

2. Pop up confirmation message: "The
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2. Select the notice board that needs to 

remove. 

3. Click on the "Delete" button. 

4. Click on the "Ok" button in the notice board 

window.

selected notice board will be deleted. " 

3. Pop up successful message: "The notice 
board has been removed. " 

4. Notice board window is dismissed.

Table 5.16 Delete notice board

Name TC-26: Administrator view / delete the user log. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None. 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on the "User log" button from the 1. User log window is displayed. 

main menu under the admin menu option. 2. Pop up confirmation message: The user 

2. Click on the "Delete all" button in the log will be deleted". 

menu. 3. Pop up message: "The user log has been 

3. Click on the "Ok" button in the deleted". 

confirmation window. 4. User log window is dismissed.
Table 5.17 User log

Name TC-27: Administrator view / resetthe page hits. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None. 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on the "Page hits" button from the 1. Page hits window is displayed. 

main menu under the system statistic menu 2. Pop up confirmation message: "The page 

option. hits count will be reset". 
2. Click on the "Reset counter" button in the 3. Pop up message: "The page hits counts 

menu. have been reset". 
3. Click on the "Ok" button in the 4. Page hits window is dismissed.
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confirmation window.
Table 5.18 Page hits

Name TC-28: Administrator view / delete the visitor access information. 
Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None. 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on the "Visitor access information" 1. Page visitor window is displayed. 

button from the main menu under system 2. Pop up confirmation message: "The page 
statistic menu option. visitors will be deleted". 

2. Click on the "Delete all" button in the 3. Pop up message: "The page visitors have 

menu. been deleted". 
3. Click on the "Ok" button in the 4. Page visitor window is dismissed. 

confirmation window.
Table 5.19 Page visitor

Name TC-29: Administrator backup the database. 

Requirement Administrator login to the application. 

Preconditions None. 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Click on the "Database backup" button from 1. Database backup window is displayed. 

the main menu under the admin menu 2. Download link is displayed. 

option. 3. Database backup window is dismissed. 
2. Click on the Database backup icon. 

3. Click on the download link.
Table 5.20 Database backup
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5.3.7 Test cases for visualization module

Table 5.21 below shows the test cases for the visualization module in the web application.

Name TC-3 1: User check / print the electrical energy usage information based on 

location. 

Requirement User login to the web application. 

Preconditions None. 

Steps Expected Results 

1. Select location on the menu in the main 1. Electrical energy information window is 

page. displayed with three R charts. 

2. Click on electrical energy parameter in the 2. Browser print window is displayed. 
drop down menu. 

3. Click on the "Print" button in the menu.
Table 5.21 Visualization

5.3.8 Test result for the login module

Table 5.22 below shows the test result for the login module in the web application.

Test 

Objective 

To ensure that the user is able to login of the web application. 

Test case TC 01 TC 02 TC 03 TC 04 ' TC 05 

Pass/Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Summary of 
Defect 

No defect found. 

User 

Comment 

Need improvement on alignment of input text field.

Table 5.22 login module test plan

5.3.9 Test result for the user management module

Table 5.23 below shows the test result for the user management module in the web application.
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Test 

Objective 

To ensure all the functions in user management are functioning. 

Test case TC 10 TC 11 TC 12 

Pass/Fail Pass Pass Pass 

Summary of 

Defect 

No defect found. 

User 

Comment 

No comment.

Table 5.23 User management module test plan

5.3.10 Test result for system tools module

Table 5.24 below shows the test result for the system tools module in the web application.

Test 

Objective 

To ensure all the system tools are functioning and fulfill the user 

requirement. 

Test case TC21 TC22 TC23 TC24 TC25 TC26 TC27 TC28 TC29 
Pass/Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Summary of 
Defect 

No defect found. 

User 

Comment 

New user is unable to set his/her own password. 
Image on the notice board editor is unable to display.

Table 5.24 System tools module test plan

5.3.11 Test result for visualization module

Table 5.25 below shows the test result for the visualization module in the web application.

Test To ensure all that the web application is able to display all the required 
Objective charts such as daily, weekly and monthly data based on the electrical 

energy usage dataset. 

Test case TC 31
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Pass/Fail Pass 

Summary of No defect found. 

Defect 

User All the required charts are displayed but customization functions are not 
Comment available for the user to customize the charts.

Table 5.25 Visualization module test plan

5.3.12 Test results and analysis for web application 

There are four comments from the user after testing the web application. One of the 

comments is the interface design alignment issue and it has been fixed immediately after testing. 

Another comment is the password setting for new users. The password setting for a new user is 

done by the database administrator manually for security purpose. Therefore, a new user is 

unable to set his/her own password. The notice board editor image display problem is caused by 

the CKEditor ("About us I CKSource. com, " 2014) plugin, where the system is unable to locate 

the location of the image. The solution for this problem is to map the path of the image that will 

be used in web application. For the visualization part, the R statistical engine is able to support 

large amounts of dataset as the current dataset has about 336 megabytes and nearly two million of 

rows for all the electrical energy parameters. All the R charts are displayed correctly as the 

requirement based on the dataset. The customization function suggestion on the visualization of 

the data can be included in future enhancement as it is not in the scope of this project.

5.4 Conclusion 

Testing and evaluation is an important process in software development to ensure the 

delivered product has fulfilled all the user requirements and the objectives of the project. Based
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on the test results, all of the functions in this web application have met all the user requirements 

and project objective. The interface design alignment issue and the image display problem for the 

notice board editor have resolved. The new user password setting issue is maintained for security 

purpose. However, if in the future, the client wishes for new user to set his/her own password, 

this can be implemented.
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Chapter 6 Future work and discussion

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter summarizes the whole final year project development. It discusses about the 

contributions that have been made in this project and the limitations and problems that are faced 

during the development of this web application. Besides that, it also includes an explanation on 

the future work where this web application can be enhanced in the future.

6.2 Contribution 

This final year project report can be used as a good reference for web developers and 

companies who have an interest in using the R statistical engine in web applications. The 

guidelines and methods that are applied in this web application to visualize the electrical energy 

usage dataset will help the beginner to start development of a web application to visualize 

electrical energy usage data by using the R statistical language. Additionally, it can also benefit 

people with statistical background who use this web application for their needs.

6.3 Achievement 

There are three objectives that are stated in the Chapter 1 which are (i) Identify suitable R 

approaches required to embed the R language in Apache server, (ii) Adapt the R statistical 

language into the web-based application, and (iii) Test the proposed adaptation to visualize 

electrical energy usage data. With the completion of this project by selecting the suitable R
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approach to embed into a web application and successfully visualize the electrical energy usage

dataset into R chart. All the objectives that have been stated are accomplished.

6.4 Limitations 

This web application has a few limitations that are identified. One of the limitations is the 

hardware constraint where this web application is using a laptop as a server. This will slow down 

the application. The other limitation is that due to the time constraint for the project, only three 

types of charts: line chart, pie chart and bar chart, which are considered for use in this project 

although the R language provides many other types of charts that can be used for data 

visualization.

6.5 Future work and conclusion 

To conclude, although there are some limitations and constraints in this project, all the 

objectives that have been have been achieved successfully. Additionally, the electrical energy 

usage visualization web application features can be enhanced to fulfill any client's needs in the 

future. Some new features such as customization of R charts, real time monitoring, electrical 

energy usage prediction and other statistical functions can be included in the future to take full 

advantage of the powerful features of the R statistical engine.
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